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About This Game

Mother Simulator is a game for the gaming platform Windows PC, in which you will take a role of a new mother. For coping
with all difficulties which expect a young parent, you need steel nerves, fast reaction and, of course, your loving heart. Well, and

those, who cope with all the tests, can expect the Grand Prize – the smile of your baby, a lovely, harmless and not evil baby.
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It’s a humorous project about a young parent's difficult weekdays. If you feel worried, irritated, you don’t understand what’s
going on and what you must do next, so don’t worry. We want to give you exactly these feelings in our game.

At each new level the passing conditions become more complicated. But because of it the victory is more pleasant and your
place in the mum’s top table is higher.

Mother Simulator is a first person game. At each stage a young mum must do everything necessary for her lovely baby, for
example, feed, change the diaper or make a child sleep.
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Title: Mother Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Steppe Hare Studio
Publisher:
Steppe Hare Studio
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio

English,Russian
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If you like adventure games like Sam and Max, Grim Fandango, Monkey Island... stop reading this and BUY THIS GAME!.
Have better games on my android phone, that were free...... If you like mobile games, but wish they were less mobile, then this
game is for you, I guess.. I'd like to start by saying that I read all your little negitive reveiws before I ever played this game,
so I already know the negitives and yeah, this may be borderline rage game worthy depending on how much you let those
negitives get to you.

However;
I have played this game for 1 hour thus far and I have:
1. Gotten to my 2nd level barber shop (Level 3 is a little harder at $5000)
2. Hired my first worker.
3. Bought up to 6-7 items in one game.
4. gotten 10/22 of the acheivements in this game.

Now, a few things:
~ Yes this is a timed game
~ Yes the fact that you have a very short amount of time to be able to make a set amount of money that keeps going up does
make it difficult.
~ Yes the reason above is the only reason I've lost thus far.
~ No there is not a real grading system on how well you've done on any one beard (unless you, you know, actually pay attention
to how much you make off any single cut?! Seriously, you do better it pays you more. Worse you get less or even negitive
money)
~ No this game is not easy.

Alright, so long story short, if you want a mind numbingly easy game to play get off this page and go play something like Grass
Simulator.
If you'd like a challenge that you actually have to work for like in the 80's and early 90's stick around.
Cause this game is about as difficult as you can get (with something as simple as cutting beards) without making a true rage
game.
(Also with all these negitive reveiws I'm willing to bet that the achivements that are actually harder to get are pretty rare). I
WANT THIS SO MUCH!!!!!!. Hate games that aren't finished.

What's with that chapter trend anyways? I hate those games.

Albeit being a somewhat good story, it is far from being worth ovet 5$. It is waaaaay too short unless the game's current price
includes all "chapters" of the game, then okay, that is fine, but it's crap if it is only the first part.

Don't pay more tha 5$ if the price does not include all chapters.

I can't recommend this right now since it is only a partial game, so it sucks.. Played 6 hours and like this game and concept (i m
a pvper in most of games) but SO MANY LAGS in arena! It feels buggy and delayed any actions! You cant pvp properly.
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Impossible to competitive playing. Really frustrating a the moment but hope its a game with a good potential.
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All you had to do, was update the damn game CJ!. Fun with friends.. another game of Rosenkreuzstilette. with more girl. you
can enjoy(?). lol. Really enjoy this little app. It's a lovely piece of digital ambience, with a bit of a learning curve for the first
few minutes. After that, it becomes a wonderfully relaxing way to spend half an hour napping.. This has potential to be fun time
sink game but there is wayyy to much jitter on controls for a game (on brand new HTC Vive) that tries to take all aspects of
sniping (angle, wind, elevation, etc). So you basically end up frustrated that you can't hit your target because it seems the game
was written to be way more senstive than the VR systems can handle. When it's not jittery it's fun to try to get all the sniping
details down for perfect hit. Would recommend as a good sale buy for now...IF you have patience to work thru the jitter! If they
get controls de-sensitized a bit then would be better buy any other time.. Ashes is a great somewhat challenging walking
simulator with amazing graphics and enviroment, but the best part is the story. Not gonna spoil it, but it has a good plot. I ended
up playing it multiple times trying to speedrun it because it's a very relaxing game and a good way to blow off some steam. I
recommend it very much.. really bad game don´t buy!!. Meh, doesn't really do justice to the rest of the series. The new
movement system had way lower graphical capabilites at the time than the old pre-rendered graphics and the storyline got
butchered.. Very hardcore game to pass level 1, it takes about 1 hour. But overall the game is fun and cool
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